Otters Week 5 Timetable
Welcome
Story
Key Learning Intentions for this week
•
To be able to identify an object beginning with the sound ‘p’.
•
To be able identify objects which are longer or shorter than one another.
•
To recognise what food is good and what is not good for your teeth.
Monday
Tuesday
Literacy
Maths

Wednesday
Fine and Gross Motor Skills

Thursday
Understanding the World

Phonics daily activity - letter 'p'

Phonics daily activity - recap

Phonics daily activity - recap

Phonics daily activity - recap

Janie’s music session – please access this at any point throughout the week.
Please don’t forget your LIVE Creative Movements sessions for Morning and Full-time children on Tuesday from 9.35-10.05am and for Afternoon and Full-time children on
Friday from 2.15-2.45pm.
Creative Movements Tuesday Session (9.35am) - Meeting ID: 886 3336 0517 Password: CMMHStues (Password: 426586)
Creative Movements Friday Session (2.15pm) - Meeting ID: 875 8618 2413 Password: CMMHSfri (Password: 236688)
Morning
Morning
Morning
Morning
Restaurant
Set up a restaurant role play making
sure you have some help from your
child. Talk about the cutlery you are
using and all the dishes on the table.
Let your child be a chef who serves
food for the whole family or to their
own teddies/dolls.

Long and short

Pasta necklace

Healthy eating

Using masking tape/string/ribbon etc.
make long and short lines on the ground.
Discuss with your child which line is
long/longer/longest and which one is
short/shortest/shorter. Look around your
house for long and short objects and
discuss them. When the children are
familiar with long and short, ask them to
make exactly the same lines as the ones
that you made at the beginning using
different objects, e.g. trains, cups, blocks,
etc.

Using dry pasta and string, your child
can make a yummy looking necklace.

Today the children will learn about what
food is good for their teeth. Using the
healthy and not healthy activity sheet,
your child will need to sort the pictures of
different food and drinks in to the right
places (happy or sad tooth).

This is a great activity to practice
threading skills with fun materials. You
can also dye your pasta before the
activity (ideally the previous day) using
vinegar and food colouring.
Click on the link to see how to pre dye
your pasta – How to dye pasta?

Make sure your child understands that it
does not mean that they need to
completely stop eating nice treats and
drink their favourite drinks but it is good
to balance their diet to make sure that
they eat enough of the good for them
heathy food😊😊

Extension: preparation for the afternoon
activity.
You will need:
Plastic bottle
Paint brush
White paint (ideally acrylic)
Cut off the bottom of the bottle. Ask your
child to paint INSIDE of the bottle. When
it is done, leave it in the warm, sunny
place to allow it to dry.

Phonics

Maths Challenge

Reading Challenge

Reading Challenge

Focus letter – P

Which one is long?
Which one is short?

Yoga

The boy
who
hated
toothbrushes

Place in a box/bag some objects
beginning with letter P. Ask your child
to pick up one object at the time while
singing “What’s in the bag, what’s in
the bag? Tell
me …. (child’s name) what’s in the
bag”

Using the activity sheet provided and
discuss with your child which of the
pictures is long and which of them is short.
Ask your child to colour the correct
picture using the right colour crayon.

Discuss each object and highlight the
sound that each object begins with.
Phonics challenge
Print the activity sheet provided.
Discuss each picture and the sound is
begins with. Now your child needs to
colour in the letter P and all the
pictures beginning with this letter.

Extension: Ask your child to find
something longer than another object in
your environment, e.g. find a twig in the

Listen to the
story Good morning yoga. Discuss what
and who the children pretended to be in
the story.
Now it’s time for your child to act out
the story and practice all the poses that
were mentioned.

For more about movement for kids see
the video in our Home Learning area –

Listen to the story The boy who hated
toothbrushes. Talk about Billy and what
happened in the story. Discuss with your
child why it is important to brush teeth,
how many times per day (at least) they
should brush their teeth. who a dentist is
and when we need to go to the dentist.

Use some specific vocabulary, e.g.
dentist, clean, toothbrush, toothpaste,
dental floss, mouthwash, teeth.

garden and ask your child to find the
longer twig.

Movements with kids with Catie and
Fallon

Long and short – activity sheet
Listen to the brush your teeth song. Try
to learn the lyrics and actions of the song.

P is for… - activity sheet
Afternoon

Afternoon

P is for Pizza!
It’s time to become a real chef now!
Follow the recipe below to make mini
muffin pizzas! You can choose your
child’s favourite toppings. Make sure
your child is involved in all the
process. They will love to prepare
muffins and then choose their own
toppings.
Alternatively, you can use pitta bread
or some pre made dough but make sure
you prepare the dough earlier and
allow it to grow.

Muffin mini pizzas

Play dough fun
The children will be using play dough to
develop an understanding of long and
short. Ask your child to make long and
short snakes, caterpillars, trains, etc. and
then compare their length.
Ask your child which of the made objects
is longer, shorter, the longest and the
shortest.

Afternoon
Basketball

Afternoon
Teeth brushing

If you have a Little Tikes basketball
hoop or an over-the-door one, then
you’re all set to play with a soft foam
ball. But no worries if you don’t, just
grab some laundry baskets or beach
buckets and place them on the floor,
stairs or hang from a door handle or
hook. Make-shift your own balls with a
wad of newspaper, bean bags, soft toys
or rolled-up socks.

Using the painted plastic bottle and play
dough, your child will need to practice
their teeth brushing skills! Place some
playdough on the outside of the bottle to
imitate plaque. Allow your child to use
the toothbrush and different tools to
remove the plaque and clean the teeth.
They may notice that the dental tools
help clean the teeth a bit better, especially
in the crevices, than just brushing.

Set-up lines of tape to see how many
shots they can make from each one. Or
set a timer for 1 minute and challenge
them to see how many shots can they
achieve within this time.

With this activity, your child will learn
how important it is to brush teeth
properly!

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Afternoon- Let’s be Creative

Pizza collage

Caterpillar

Symmetry Paintings!

Smoothie

Using the template provided your child
can create a pizza collage. Help your
child to cut out the pizza template and
the toppings. Now it’s time for the
children to choose their favourite
toppings. You can use it as an activity
that you go back to or using pritt stick,
your child can stick the toppings on the
template. When ready, help your child
to cut the lines into pizza pieces. It will
be great fun to put it all together again!

It’s time to be creative. Ask your child to
paint a caterpillar using their fingers or
print each circle with balloon, pom pom or
anything that has a round shape. It is up to
your child if the caterpillar will be long or
short. If your child paints more than one
caterpillar, you can then compare which of
them is short and which of them is long.

The children will first fold a piece of
paper (any size) into two. They can paint
a design (could be a butterfly wing or a
random pattern) and then fold the plain
half on top of that.
Squish it down and then you can open
the paper up once more.
You will end up with a symmetrical
butterfly! The colours often blend really
nicely together.

Pizza template

Now it’s time to create a yummy
smoothie together!
Choose your child’s favourite fruit or
vegetables. Make sure your child helps
you in the process of choosing, washing
and cutting the fruit and vegetables and
even pressing the blender button to mix
all of the ingredients together! Enjoy…

… and don’t forget to brush your teeth
before sleep!
Extension: The children can begin to use
primary colours (red, blue, yellow)
mixed together to create secondary
colours (purple, green, orange).
For example, they could place blue and
yellow next to each other and then see
what colour has been made when they
open up the paper!

